Spring & Summer
Fashion 2016

By Rachel Small

What to Wear Now Through Summer
Just as the buds blossom around us, trends are sprouting up before
our eyes for the Spring and Summer 2016 fashion season. For
women’s ready-to-wear, mixed prints, colors and textures, bohemian
throwbacks, flared pants and of course, florals, are trending at our
favorite department stores.

THALIA SODI ROSE QUARTZ PANTS. WHITE RUFFLE TANK. BEIGE FAUX-LEATHER JACKET.
GOLD ACCENT JEWELRY.
PHOTO: MACY’S

The bohemian look is still in. When thinking about the setting for
Boho-chic attire, the nouveau imagery that comes to mind involves a
summer music festival. So it’s no surprise that designers have
interwoven the California music festival Coachella-esque elements into
their spring and summer lines to coincide with our “new” favorite
warm weather event. Spring and summer perennials like bright colors
and florals make appearances but mixed in fresh, new ways to deviate
from the norm.

Boho-Chic Accessories
If you’re nervous about appearing too costume-y with the current
Boho-chic trend, a good way to innocuously include a little festival
wear into your wardrobe is to stick to accessories. Oftentimes, a floppy
hat or statement jewelry is the key to a good Boho look, anyway. A
stunning gold-plated cuff or a body chain, like these by Kendra Scott,
can give you enough of a whimsical feel without sacrificing your classic
style. You can go more minimalist by wearing a simple mother-ofpearl bar pendant necklace or opal accented ear jackets.

KENDRA SCOTT GOLD-PLATED “KELLEN” EAR JACKETS WITH OPAL AND SPIKED
ACCENTS.GOLD-PLATED “ELEANOR” GEOMETRIC PENDANT NECKLACE WITH MOTHER-OFPEARL INLAID. GOLD-PLATED “JAMES” BODY CHAIN WITH MOTHER-OF- PEARL ACCENTS.GOLDPLATED “GAVIN” STATEMENT CUFF WITH MOTHER-OF-PEARL ACCENTS.PHOTO: NORDSTROM.

Drop earrings are a classic but, with slight modifications, these staples
transform into ethereal, Bohemian-style jewelry. The drop earrings by
Kendra Scott are made with genuine-stones embedded in the base of
the earrings. The design is elegant enough to wear to a fancy night
event and trendy enough to compliment everyday looks. These drop
earrings by WWAKE are more unconventional. The earring studs are
each fitted with luminous, rose quartz and serenity blue moonstones.
A diamond attached to a gold chain drops down from each earring.

LEFT: KENDRA SCOTT GENUINE-STONE “LEE” SMALL DROP EARRINGS.RIGHT:
WWAKE MOONSTONE AND DIAMOND DROP EARRINGS WITH GOLD CHAINS.
PHOTOS: NORDSTROM.

Dreamy Lace and Crochet Overlays
White is a staple for spring and summertime. This year, added texture like lace
or crochet overlays are trending. This lacy scallop skirt by Talbots has the
versatility to look dressy at a garden party and bohemian when paired with a
statement jacket.

TALBOTS WHITE BALLET NECK PULLOVER SWEATER. WHITE MIXED LACE SCALLOP SKIRT. NUDE
METALLIC CAVHETTA LEATHER MIMI SANDAL. WHITE PEBBLED LEATHER BAG WITH FAUX BAMBOO
HANDLE. WHITE/GOLD MOTHER-OF-PEARL FLOWER NECKLACE. PHOTOS: TALBOTS.

This white crochet layer top by Velvet by Graham & Spencer adds a
little effortless, layered Boho-style to your casual summer look. Pairing
it with your favorite jeans adds some femininity to an otherwise
standard outfit.

VELVET BY GRAHAM & SPENCER WHITE CROCHET LAYER TOP. PHOTO: NORDSTROM.

This gorgeous Diane von Furstenberg floral-lace piece illustrates the
lace overlay trend in dress form. The dress’s shell extends mid-thigh
while the lace overlay demurely reaches to knee length.

Orange-Pinks
Amongst whites, blacks and trending nudes, colors still reign supreme
in the spring and summer months this year. Fruit-like orange-pinks
have boldly popped up in standalone pieces like this sophisticated,
coral jumpsuit from Talbots.

CORAL BOATNECK JUMPSUIT. NUDE TRULLI PUMP. NATURAL/GOLD STRAW CLUTCH. HOT
FUCHSIA MULTI/GOLD CLUSTER NECKLACE. SUN-KISSED CORAL BAUBLE CUFF. GOLD- TONE
SCULPTURAL CHAIN BRACELET. PHOTO: TALBOTS.

These two mod-inspired separates are basic in style but bold in color.
The straight-cut design of the Halogen topper (left) is elegant in its
simplicity, providing a polished finishing touch to any outfit. The Vince
Camuto drop waist dress is a different, sleek and fun way to daringly
show off one of this year’s It colors.

LEFT: MODERN PEACH CHIFFON MOCK NECK TRAPEZE DRESS BY VINCE
CAMUTO. RIGHT: ROSE COLLARLESS TOPPER WITH PERFORATED DOT
TEXTURE BY HALOGEN.
PHOTOS: NORDSTROM

Flared Pant
After nearly a decade of the straight-leg pant reigning supreme, designers have
grown weary of the skinny jean. But it’s not enough to just provide the wide-leg
pant. Warm weather requires sporty and fun alternatives like this drawstring
jumpsuit by Talbots. Masquerading as separates, this one-piece ensemble is
effortlessly chic and casual enough to wear to an outdoor lunch with your
girlfriends.

TALBOTS INDIGO/WHITE STRIPPED DRAWSTRING JUMPSUIT.WHITE LAKEVIEW LONG BLAZER. MYKONOS
BLUE CHANDELIER BLOSSOM NECKLACE. INDIGO BLUE TRULLI SANDAL. PHOTOS: TALBOTS.

For a more classic look, this gauzy flare pant by Talbots is
the perfect addition to your summer wardrobe. Whether
worn during the day at a beach house you or out for tikistyle drinks at night, this summery pant never goes out of
style.

TALBOTS WHITE LACE PONCHO. WHITE KNIT TANK. WHITE CRINKLE COTTON
BEACH PANT. GOLD LAMAR D’ORSAY FLAT IN SOFT VACHETTA LEATHER.
WHITE/GOLD BEACH LIFE HOOP EARRINGS.NATURAL/GOLD STRAW CROCHET
CLUTCH. PHOTOS: TALBOTS.

For an everyday look, these wide-leg pants in dark navy have a 70s
throw back feel. Pair them with a flirty off-the-shoulder top, and
you’ll stun as an updated 70s flower child.

JOIE DARK NAVY STARBOARD WIDE-LEG PANTS. WHITE FLORAL TOP. SILVER SABLE
DOUBLE-STRAP LEATHER SANDALS. PHOTOS: SAKS FIFTH AVENUE.

Stripes Mixed With Florals
This look might be the most controversial trend on our list. To many,
it might seem counterintuitive as you’ve avoided mixing prints your
entire life. However, over the last couple of years, it has successfully
circulated throughout designer collections, transcending the runway
into everyday wear.

TALBOTS BISTRO SCENE PRINT FIT AND FLARE DRESS. ORANGE BLOSSOM SOFT VACHETTA
LEATHER LAMAR D’ORSAY FLAT TURQUOISE DROP EARRINGS. PINK PARADISE PAPER
STRAW CROCHET TOTE.TURQUOISE CABOCHON BRACELET.
PHOTOS: TALBOTS.

The key to mixing patterns when combining separates is
to make sure an element in the two patterns match. In
this case, you’re looking to mix stripes and florals
together. Therefore, the key feature you need to stick to
is color. In this casual ensemble created by Talbots, they
stuck to monochrome colors to successfully tie in the
different patterns without overwhelming the outfit.

TALBOTS BLACK/WHITE BEAUFORT STRIPE TEE. BLACK LAKEVIEW
BLAZER. BLACK MARIGOLD & ZINNIA-PRINT SHORT. BLACK/WHITE
GINGHAM BUCKET HAT. SILVER AVIATOR SUNGLASSES. PHOTOS:
TALBOTS.

So whether you’re looking to integrate some trendy,
Boho statement pieces or add more classics to your
permanent, seasonal wardrobe, something from this
year’s diverse selection is sure to catch your eye.

